26o	THE TYPE-PROBLEM IN  POETRY
in springtime, or to the breaking of long drought by
rain1.
8.	The following passage is in harmony with this theme :
" With full udders the lowing milch cows of Rita were over-
flowing.   The streams which implored the favour (of the gods)
from afar, have broken through the mountain rocks with their
floods." 2
This imagery clearly suggests a tension of energy, a
damming up of libido, and its release. Rita here appears
as the possessor of blessing, of"lowing milch cows" and
as the ultimate source of the released energy.
9.	Corresponding with the imago of rain as a symbol of the
release of libido, we find the following passage :   " The mists
fly, the clouds thunder.   When he who is swollen with the milk
of Rita, is led upon the straightest path of Rita ; then Aryaman,
Mitra and Varuna,  (He who transformeth the earth)  fill the
leathern sack (the clouds) in the womb of the lower (atmosphere)."»
It is Agni who, swollen with the milk of Rita, is likened
here to the force of lightning, that bursts forth from
massed clouds heavy with rain. Here Rita appears again
as the actual source of energy, whence Agni also is born ;
this is explicitly mentioned in the Vedic Hymn$t p. 161, 7.
Rita is also path, i.e. regulated process.
10.	" With acclamations have they greeted the stream of
Rita, which lay hidden by the birth-place of God, nigh unto
His throne.   There did He drink, when, still divided, He dwelt
in the womb of the waters." 4
This passage confirms what was just said about Rita as
the source of libido, in which God dwells and whence He
is brought forth in the sacred ceremonies, Agni is the
positive appearance of hitherto latent libido; He is the
accomplisher or fulfiller of Rita, its "charioteer" (see
above); He harnesses the two long-inaned red* mares of
Rita.6 He even holds Rita like a horse, by the bridle,
i Cf. the Tishtrya Lied.   Jung, Psychology of the Unconscious.
a yefac Hymns, p. 88.        » Vedic Hymns, p. 103.
* Vedic Hymns, p. 160, 2.   * Vedic Hymns, p. 244, 6, and p, 316, 3.

